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Summary Information

Repository: University of Nevada, Las Vegas. University Libraries. Special
Collections and Archives.

Creator: Marquez, Emilia
Contributor: Latinx Voices of Southern Nevada Oral History Project

Title: Emilia Marquez oral history interview
ID: OH-03720

Date: 2019 July 05
Physical

Description:
6 Digital Files (0.201 GB) MP3, JPG, PDF/A

Language of the
Material:

English

Abstract: Oral history interview with Emilia Marquez conducted by
Maribel Estrada Calderón on July 5, 2019 for the Latinx Voices
of Southern Nevada Oral History Project. Claytee D. White
and Emily Lucile are also present during the interview. Emilia
Marquez was born in the United Stated and raised in Alexandria,
Virginia, where her father worked as a bricklayer, until the age
of twelve, when her father decided to move the family back to
Uruguay. She describes acclimating to her new life in middle
school and her shift from being perceived as an outsider in
Uruguay to accepting Uruguay as home. She describes life in
Uruguay and the positions that her family held while living
there. After meeting and marrying her husband they trained
to work in a casino. She trained as a slot machine operator,
and her husband trained as a dealer. This eventually led them
to leave Uruguay for the U.S. After the encouragement of her
father and mother, she moved with her mother to Las Vegas to
work in the casino industry. She describes working as a change
person at the Luxor before moving to the newly opened Palms,
where she worked until she left it to work at the Wynn. She
ends the interview talking about various Uruguayan dishes and
traditions, and a brief history of Uruguay. Subjects discussed in
this interview: Uruguay, immigration, Las Vegas Strip, Latinx,
Luxor.

Preferred Citation
Emilia Marquez oral history interview, 2019 July 05. OH-03720. [Cite format consulted: Audio
recording or Transcript.] Oral History Research Center, Special Collections and Archives,
University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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^ Return to Table of Contents

Scope and Contents Note

Oral history interview with Emilia Marquez conducted by Maribel Estrada Calderón on July 5,
2019 for the Latinx Voices of Southern Nevada Oral History Project. Claytee D. White and Emily
Lucile are also present during the interview. Emilia Marquez was born in the United Stated
and raised in Alexandria, Virginia, where her father worked as a bricklayer, until the age of
twelve, when her father decided to move the family back to Uruguay. She describes acclimating
to her new life in middle school and her shift from being perceived as an outsider in Uruguay to
accepting Uruguay as home. She describes life in Uruguay and the positions that her family held
while living there. After meeting and marrying her husband they trained to work in a casino. She
trained as a slot machine operator, and her husband trained as a dealer. This eventually led them
to leave Uruguay for the U.S. After the encouragement of her father and mother, she moved with
her mother to Las Vegas to work in the casino industry. She describes working as a change person
at the Luxor before moving to the newly opened Palms, where she worked until she left it to work
at the Wynn. She ends the interview talking about various Uruguayan dishes and traditions, and
a brief history of Uruguay. Subjects discussed in this interview: Uruguay, immigration, Las Vegas
Strip, Latinx, Luxor. Digital audio, transcript, and photos available.
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Administrative Information

Access Note
Collection is open for research. Where use copies do not exist, production of use copies is
required before access will be granted; this may delay research requests. Advanced notice is
required.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by copyrights and other rights. See  Reproductions
and Use on the UNLV Special Collections and Archives website for more information about
reproductions and permissions to publish. Some transcripts do not exist in final form, therefore
any editing marks in a transcript (deletions, additions, corrections) are to be quoted as marked.
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Acquisition Note
This interview was conducted and transcribed by the Oral History Research Center (OHRC)
which is part of the UNLV University Libraries Special Collections and Archives Division.

Processing Note
Interview materials were processed by UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives in 2020
and 2021. Emily Lapworth wrote the collection description.

Bound Transcript Availability
A bound transcript is available for use in UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives. See
call number: F850.S75 M36 2019
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Names and Subjects

• Oral histories (document genres)
• Latinxs
• Uruguayans
• Casinos -- Employees
• Emigration and immigration
• Las Vegas (Nev.)
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